Day 1 Opening Rally Skit

(Professor Spark enters with a colorful beach ball under one arm and playing a kazoo. He stops front, center stage.) 

Professor Spark: Welcome to Spark Studios! I’m Professor Spark and I am so glad you are here! This is going to be an amazing week of creativity, discovery, and innovation! Are you ready? (Professor elicits audience response.) 

Today we are focusing on God, the Creator. When we think about the things God has made and how He continues to hold all things together . . . well, it boggles the mind! Let’s toss around a few ideas about things God created. (Set aside kazoo and show beach ball.) Get it? TOSS? (may get groans or little response) Sorry. Hopefully you’ll be able to catch my science better than my jokes. No? Nothing? OK, let’s get started!

I’m going to toss this beach ball into the group. If it comes your way, immediately tap it up to keep it going in the air. When I play my kazoo (demonstrate a short blast), the person closest to the ball will catch it with both hands. (Toss the ball into the group. After a few taps, blow the kazoo and direct the kid who caught the ball to hold it with both hands.) What color is your right thumb touching? (wait for an answer) What is something that color that God created?

(Allow the kid to name something that color, then begin tossing again until several items have been named. Retrieve the ball and congratulate the kids on doing such a great job naming some of God’s wonderful, colorful creations.)

The Bible tells us that God is the Creator. King David wrote many of the psalms in the book of Psalms in the Bible. In one of them, he wrote that God’s works are “countless.” That means too many to count. Has anyone ever tried to count all the stars in the sky? What about all the grains of sand on a beach? Grains of sand would be hard to count because there are so many of them, but also they are so small that they are really hard to see. There are things so small that we can't even see them without a microscope. God made those things too! (The professor plays the kazoo.) Do you know how you heard my magnificent music? God created sound waves! My kazoo is from a family of musical instruments called mirlitons (mur-lut-tnz). They make their sounds by taking the sound of a humming human voice then adding vibrations and amplification. When I hum into my kazoo sound waves begin bouncing around the inside of my kazoo and come out through a thin piece of plastic or paper called a membrane. Then, the sound waves come out this opening and spread around the room to your ears.

I wish you could see inside my kazoo. Wait I have an idea! (Professor Spark rummages around on stage and pulls out the “giant” membrane [prepared hoop] and holds it up.) Aha! Here it is! This is similar to what is inside my kazoo. My regular hum sounds likes this. (Professor does an exaggerated hum.) BUT, when I add my MIRLITON! (Professor presses face to the “giant” membrane/wax paper in a hoop and hums loudly. He may play along with this for a bit if kids are laughing.) COOL, HUH?

And all those sound waves traveling from me to you are part of how God created us to be able to communicate with each other, whether you are listening to my music or listening to me tell you how the music works. God is the great Creator and He made this wonderful world for us to share with Him and to enjoy. 

Ok, kids, catch ya on the next wave (mimic surfing) SOUND wave that is!! (Professor Spark plays the kazoo and exits.)

(Worship Rally leader enters and continues leading kids through the rest of Worship Rally.)






























Day 1 Closing Rally Skit

Professor Spark: Wow, that was a great day at Spark Studios! Did you guys have fun? Do you remember my MIRLITON? Let’s practice our motto! (Professor Spark presses his face in the “giant membrane” and says the motto with the kids.) CREATED! DESIGNED! EMPOWERED! 

Yeah! That was awesome!

Did you know mirlitons are part of a larger group of musical instruments called MEMBRANOPHONES! (holds up the drum) You guessed it, like a drum. When the membrane of the drum is hit—that’s called percussion—it produces sound. (beats away on the drum)

I have a great idea. Let’s use our “membranophone” as a “RE-MEM-BER-o phone.” (laughing at his own joke) Get it! RE-MEM-BER… (voice trails off). Well, anyway . . . let’s try to say our theme verse to the beat of our RE-MEM . . . ummm, drum beat.

(Professor Spark beats the drum in rhythm while the group says the theme verse, Ephesians 2:10. The rhythm can sound very similar to the bridge of the theme song.)

Awesome! Now stomp your feet while I beat the drum and let’s do that one more time!

(Repeat the theme verse.)

I think you guys know the verse! That was a LOT of sound waves crashing around just now. (Holds head like he’s getting a headache.) I think I’ll take my mirliton and my membranophone and go take a nap! (Professor Spark exits.) 












Day 2 Opening Rally Skit

(Professor Spark enters carrying a healthy looking houseplant and a plant watering can.)

Professor Spark: Hey, kids! I’m so glad you came back for another day at Spark Studios! Who remembers what we learned about yesterday. (Guide answer to include “God is the Creator.”) That’s right! And not only is God the Creator of all things, but He created everything with His design or plan in mind! We are part of God’s plan because He said we are to work with Him to care for creation. That reminded me of Herman, here. (shows the plant) I wanted to bring him here to introduce you. (speaks to the plant) Say hello to the kids, Herman. (to kids) He’s a little shy. (leans in and listens to the plant) What’s that Herman? (to kids) Herman said he’s shy. He wants to leaf. (laughs at his own joke) Get it? He wants to . . . LEAF! (realizes little or no reaction) Well, umm, guess I better stick to science! 

Hey, I’m about to water Herman and I have a question for you. (Sets plant on table.) Where do I pour the water? On top of the leaves? (kids may respond) Nope. That could make a mess … water everywhere! And Herman would just get wet. Where do I pour the water? That’s right! On the dirt. The water soaks into the dirt and the plant roots pull the water in like straws. The water then travels up the plant to the leaves to help them grow and look healthy. All of that is part of God’s design for plants. It’s called capillary action and God designed it for plants to pull water from the roots all the way to the outer tips of the plant. (waters the plant) Herman is ready for a good dose of capillary action!

(Professor notices the items on the table, then completes the actions as he describes the experiment) Hey, we have the stuff right here to show you how capillary action works. Let’s pour equal amounts of water into the two outside glasses. Then, we’ll put a few drops of blue food coloring in the first glass and stir it. Next, we’ll put a few drops of yellow food coloring in the last glass and give it a stir with a clean spoon. Now I’ll take one paper towel and fold it in half, then in half again. I’ll put one end of the paper towel in the blue water and the other end inside the empty middle glass. I'll take a second paper towel and fold it the same way. I’ll put one end of the second towel in the yellow water and the other end in the same empty middle glass as the first paper towel. And now  . . .  we wait!

Herman absorbs light and water to grow and be the plant God designed him to be. You are growing physically as you eat food and drink water. But you grow in other ways too. You are absorbing knowledge as you learn about God’s world, but most importantly, as you learn about God. And the more you learn about God, the more you will understand the design or plan He has for you. You know, that reminds me of a Bible verse—1 Samuel 16:7b “Humans do not see what the Lord sees, for humans see what is visible, but the Lord sees the heart.” You don’t see the capillary action inside the plant, but you do see the results—pretty green leaves or flowers. From year to year I can see you growing taller, but God knows what’s happening inside with your thoughts and feelings. God knows your heart. 

Oh, look! (points to paper towels) You can begin to see the water creeping up both paper towels. That’s capillary action right before your eyes! We’ll leave this here and you might get a chance to come by and check on it later. Capillary action can take a while, and so can learning from God’s Word.
You’ve got some great things to learn about today! I can’t wait to hear all about it. In the meantime, I think it’s time to return Herman to his sunny window where he’s happiest. See you later! (Professor picks up the plant and exits.)

(Worship Rally leader enters and continues leading kids through the rest of Worship Rally.)




































Day 2 Closing Rally Skit

(Professor Spark enters with the paint palette of colors and a paintbrush in his pocket or behind his ear.)

Professor Spark: This has been another great day at Spark Studios! Yesterday we learned that God is the great Creator. Today we also learned that God is an amazing . . . (lead kids to respond with “Designer.”)

(Point to the capillary action experiment.) Did you notice something fun that happened with our capillary action experiment? (Allow for responses.) Great observations! When the blue traveling through one paper towel met the yellow traveling from the other paper towel . . . they made green!

(Hold up the “color wheel” paint palette.) When an artist wants a particular color, she can blend other colors to get a different shade of that color or a different color altogether.

Did you know God is doing something similar in your lives as He helps you become exactly the person He designed you to be? He’s blending the experiences you have and the things you learn to prepare you for His special plans for you. Isn’t that exciting?

This might sound surprising, but God is still working out His design in me too! It’s a process that continues all our lives. Each day of our lives has a purpose, God’s purpose. Think about it. God gave us eyes to see the colors that He made. He gave us ears to hear the beautiful music. He gave us mouths to sing praise, to worship His holy name. Hands and feet—and for His glory we will use them! (looks surprised) Wait! I’ve heard that somewhere. (Exits as he takes the paintbrush and dabs on the paint palette while humming today’s song, “Designed By God.”)













Day 3 Opening Rally Skit


(Professor Spark enters carrying a magnifying glass (or an armful of telescopes, microscopes, magnifying glasses, even sunglasses. Optional—on screen image of lots of these objects)

Professor Spark: Hey, friends! Great to SEE (nodding to props) you again. (Laughs at his own joke.) Can you guess what all of these things have in common? (Acknowledge if someone guesses.) LENSES! I LOVE LENSES. There is so much in this amazing world to see and lenses help us see things differently. (Puts his armful of items down but keeps magnifying glass.) Some lenses make things appear bigger, some make things appear smaller. When I run my finger across this magnifying glass lens, I feel a curve. If the curve goes in (like down in a cave) it is a CONCAVE lens. If it curves outward, it is a CONVEX lens. Lenses can bend the light so that things appear different than they really are  . . . bigger, smaller, or even different than what you expect. 

Let me demonstrate for you. (shows the paper with the three arrows all pointing to the right.) Can you see these arrows? Everyone point the same direction as the arrows are pointing. Great! (moves behind the jar of water on the table) Now, here is a plain jar of water. (If you prefer, show an empty jar, then pour water into the jar.) Now watch what happens when I hold the picture of the arrows behind the jar of water. (Hold the paper behind the jar but not against the jar. You may have to adjust until the kids see the arrows. The arrows should point to the left.) Point the same direction as the arrows are pointing NOW!

The water in the jar acted like a convex lens. It slows the light and bends its direction from the image (the arrows) to your eyes. That’s called refraction. You knew the arrows were supposed to point one way, but your eyes said they were pointing the opposite way. I just love those “not what I expected” moments!

That reminds me of what we will learn from the Bible today. The people were expecting one thing, but God had plans for something totally different. LOOK closely at your Bible study today and SEE if you can discover what I mean! For now, I better go put these things back in case someone needs them. (gathers up lenses). I think they need them back at the workshop!

(Professor Spark gathers props and leaves.)

(Worship Rally leader enters and continues leading kids through the rest of Worship Rally.)





Day 3 Closing Rally Skit

(Professor Spark enters carrying the paper with arrows from opening skit.)
Professor Spark: Wasn’t today’s Bible study interesting? The people thought they were looking for a regular earthly king. But, God had better plans. Jesus is the King of kings who was willing to come to earth to be our Savior! 

Do you remember our fun experiment earlier? (Demonstrates the flipping arrow images from opening skit if you didn’t use that skit or repeats briefly as a reminder.) Light moves slower through water and bends causing refraction, which makes us see things differently in water. Check this out! (Moves some of the geometric patterned paper behind the jar to create fun images. If time, allow some of the kids to try.)

Hey, here’s one more! (Shows the dowel rod or large fat pencil.) Does it look straight to you? (Kids should reply yes.) Now, watch what happens when I put it in our jar of water. (The rod or pencil should appear to be “broken.”)

Your eyes tell you that the pencil is in two pieces. But, because you know the truth (takes the pencil/rod out of the water) you know that it is not broken. 

(Holds up Bible.) No matter what we might see or hear that causes us to doubt God’s truth, we need to remember that God is real and His promises are true. Jesus IS the King that God promised to send to be our Savior.



















Day 4 Opening Rally Skit

(Professor Spark enters carrying a pair of scissors and a sheet of paper. He is more serious today.)
TIP: It might help to make the first two folds then open them back up before coming on stage. This makes the folding easier if holding the paper up rather than using a table.

Professor Spark: We’ve already talked a lot this week about God the Creator and how awesome His creation is. We have learned that God is the master Designer, not only of our world, but He designed the most important thing we all need, a way for our sins to be forgiven and our relationship with Him to be restored! We learned that Jesus came in the full power of God as King of kings and Lord of lords. Today, we will be focusing on that ONE significant thing Jesus came to do. He came to be our Savior. He is the only One who could do what He came to do.

I didn’t bring a lot of fancy stuff with me today, just a pair of scissors and a piece of paper, but I hope it will be something we can remember as we head to the Bible Study Studio for a closer look at what the Bible tells us.

You see, for hundreds of years people had tried to do things that would restore the relationship sin had broken. They tried to live right and offer sacrifices. They would do pretty good for a while only to return to disobedience. This proved that true redemption was not humanly possible. 

So, God sent His Son Jesus to earth to live with people. (makes first fold)

Jesus grew up and experienced the things most people experience. (makes second fold and holds up the "house" shape) He lived on earth, but He never sinned. (Makes the third and fourth folds. Holds up to look like a “1”.)

Finally it was time for Jesus to do the ONE thing only He could do. (Makes the one straight cut. Carefully sets aside the scissors and scraps and opens the remaining paper to reveal the cross shape.) He came to be our Savior by taking our punishment for sin so we can have a restored relationship with God. 

Today’s Bible study is super important. I’m praying you learn one of the most important things you’ll ever know. (closes in prayer or simply exits stage)

OPTIONAL ENDING: The scraps of the one-cut cross can be arranged to spell “LIFE” if kids can see the tabletop or if a camera can project the table top onto a screen. The two large pieces become the “L” and the tall part of “F.” The two medium “corners” become the top and bottom of the “E.” One long skinny strip is the “I” and the other long skinny strip completes the “F.” Use one of the remaining square dots to complete the “I” and the other to make the middle bar of the “E.” Jesus came to provide forgiveness for our sins and to offer us eternal LIFE.

(Worship Rally leader enters and continues leading kids through the rest of Worship Rally.)






































Day 4 Closing Rally Skit

(Professor Spark enters carrying scissors and a plain sheet of paper)

Note: If you did not do the opening skit, consider doing the one-cut cross now or in addition to the rest of the skit.

Professor Spark: Who remembers what I did with these things earlier? (Kids respond.) You were paying attention! Good job! But when Jesus died on the cross for our sins, He didn’t stop there. He did something else amazing! Who knows what happened next? (Guide answers to include that Jesus rose from the dead and came out of the tomb.)

That’s right! So, I’m going to cut a hole in this paper and walk through it to help you remember that Jesus came out of the tomb and is alive today! Do you think I can?

First, I’ll fold the paper like this. (Folds the sheet of paper in half lengthwise.) Then I’ll make a few cuts. (Makes a cut about a half-inch from the end of the paper beginning at the folded side across to within about a half-inch of the open side. Makes the same cut about every half-inch alternating starting from the folded side across, then from the open side across. Do not cut all the way across. The last cut should start at the folded edge so both ends are identical. Now cut along each fold EXCEPT for the folds on each end. See diagram.) 

Okay, now I’ll carefully open our “hole” (pull the paper open and demonstrate stepping through)  . . . and step through!

That was fun to see, wasn’t it? But not nearly as amazing as what Jesus did when He appeared to the disciples! I can teach you how to fold and cut paper. But, only Jesus can do the things He does. Only Jesus can be our Savior.











Day 5 Opening Rally Skit
 
(Professor Spark comes on stage with his smartphone to his ear, dancing to the music, and obviously enjoying a song. He stops center front and doesn’t appear to notice the kids for a few seconds, then looks up.)

Professor Spark: Oh, hey, sorry. I just love this VBS music. “Designed By God” is my favorite (or insert favorite song). Do you want to listen? (Holds out phone, away from mic, so kids can possibly hear a faint sound but not much. Professor Spark realizes those in the back can’t hear.) Oh! Sorry about that in the back. Let me turn it up. (Mimics turning up but sound is not better. Shakes head as tries again.) No? Well, hmmm. (Taps head) Let me think. I believe what we need here is a resonance chamber. (Goes to table and pulls the large glass or metal container forward. He starts the music and places his phone in the container. Sound is obviously louder.)

There! That’s some better. A resonance chamber amplifies sounds. It’s basically a hollow space where sound can be amplified by bouncing sound around in that space. (Holds up acoustic guitar if provided.) An acoustic guitar is an example of a “sound box” or resonance chamber attached to something making a sound like the guitar strings when they vibrate.

Wait! I may have something else. (Brings out phone speakers.) Now these are designed to amplify the sound so we can hear it even better. (Connects speakers and plays for a few seconds.)

Ok, let’s recap. I love this song and I was enjoying it. But if I wanted to share it with you, I needed some help. Turning the volume up helped a little. Our resonance chamber helped some more. The speakers helped a lot more. What about sharing the song through our sound system? (Cues tech team to start the song over the sound system. Professor Spark sings and dances along for a few measures, then waves the tech team off.)

Yep, the more power we have the more people can hear that great song.

You know, as followers of Jesus, God asks us to do some things that can be hard to do or even a little scary . . . like talking to people about Him. If we try by ourselves, the result can be pretty weak. But God has given us a Helper that gives us all the power we need to do what God asks. Be sure you really “PLUG IN” to Bible study today. You’re going to learn some POWERFUL stuff. (Professor Spark nods smiling at his puns and exits the stage listening to his phone.)

(Worship Rally leader enters and continues leading kids through the rest of Worship Rally.)




Day 5 Closing Rally Skit

Professor Spark: Hey, who can say today’s point with me? Anyone? (lead it loudly) “The Holy Spirit gives us the power to follow God’s plan!”

That’s right! Sometimes God gives us opportunities to do things we never thought we could. Peter probably never thought he’d preach to thousands of people . . . or that they would listen if he did! But they did and they believed in Jesus as Savior. How awesome is that!

What did we use before to make our sound more powerful? (resonance chamber, speakers, sound system) Well, I remembered something else that can help give sound “more power.” (Holds up megaphone.) A megaphone! It concentrates the sounds waves and sends them out together so they are louder. Of course, you sort of have to be right in front of the megaphone. Behind doesn’t work. (optionally demonstrate.)

You can make a type of megaphone by just cupping your hands around your mouth. (Demonstrate) Let’s practice. I’ll say one word of the motto and you echo it back with your “hand” megaphones. (Lead the motto, cheering one word at a time.) CREATED! DESIGNED! EMPOWERED! (repeat a few times)

Now, let’s repeat today’s point. “The Holy Spirit gives us the power to follow God’s plan!”

Wow, you guys, THAT was powerful! You have all done a really great job this week at Spark Studios!





